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BOOK REVIEWS

comes the primary cause not only of
neuroses and mutually damaging rela
tionships, but also of “such social
pathologies as racism, sexism and
chauvinistic nationalism.” Clinebell’s
attempt at corrective, like Yeats’ cen
ter, simply does not hold. The meta
phor is misused; too much weight is
placed upon it. Ultimately the book
discloses the limitations of the Chris
tian anthropology, ecclesiology and
theory of ministry formulated from
“Third Force” psychologies.
The issue is not, of course, the use of
secular disciplines. It is rather the need
to attend to a dynamic in which
dialogue leads to an uncritical “col
lapse” into the perspectives of, in this
case, a particular form of humanistic
psychology. Clinebell has carried this
genre as far as it can go. Growth
Counseling is as clear and helpful a
statement of its orientation as can be
found. To say that it sounds peculiarly
“dated” is simply the statement of one
whose historical data do not allow for
the viewing of humankind as at the
threshold of a renaissance of harmony.
History remains unfulfilled not simply
because human growth has been
blocked or refused. This reader, too,
wears bifocals—but the lenses do not
have nearly as rosy a tint.
PEGGY WAY
Associate Professor, Vanderbilt
Divinity School
Alternative Altars. By Robert S. Ellwood, Jr. University of Chicago
Press, 1979. 192 pp. $12.95.
Alternative Altars makes a notewor
thy contribution to Martin E. Marty’s
distinguished Chicago History of
American Religion Series. More im
portantly, this eminently readable,
provocative monograph offers a rea
soned interpretation of what currently
can be called the American “cult
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phenomenon.” Fueled by an under
standable but excessive overreaction to
the Jonestown mass suicide, the
American public has jumped on an
anticult bandwagon. Articles in distin
guished national publications raise sus
picions about new religious groups,
television networks carry sometimes
hysterical testimony by parents of
children “kidnapped” by cult mem
bers, hearings on the recruitment
methods and finances of the various
religious sects have been or are being
conducted on national and state levels,
and major denominations are issuing
dire warnings about cults and referring
their congregations to various depro
gramming groups as helpful resources.
Ted Patrick’s Let My Children Go has
become a deprogramming guidebook
for many, and at a recent conference on
the cults Flo Conway, co-author of
Snapping, called for an alliance of
government and science to quash the
cult conspiracy aimed at sapping the
national spirit.
This current mood contrasts with the
late 60s and early 70s, the heyday of the
Maharaji, Baba Ram Dass, the TM
vogue, and a future heralded by
Charles Reich’s Greening of America.
This period saw a proliferation of
books by and about various new
religious leaders and movements; the
paperback bookstores glimmered with
well-packaged apologia for the spiri
tual insight of charismatic leaders or
the transforming power of a new
religious movement’s meditation disci
pline. Perhaps some Americans saw
these religious groups as an epiphemonenon of the counter-culture, a
straw in the wind to be blown away with
the return of more stable times. But the
so-called cults are here to stay. In fact,
as Ellwood so cogently demonstrates,
they have really always been around in
one guise or another. In order to
understand the new religious move-
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ments and provide a more objective
interpretation to balance claims by
their proponents and opponents, the
reading public needs analyses by
knowledgeable, empathetic students of
religion. Such studies are now begin
ning to emerge. Notable among these
contributions are those of the Program
for the Study of New Religious Move
ments in America at the Graduate
Theological Union, Berkeley {Under
standing the New Religions, ed. Jacob
Needleman and George Baker, 1978).
Of special merit, however, is the work
of Robert S. Ellwood, Jr.
Ellwood, professor of Oriental stu
dies at the University of Southern
California, has become one of our
foremost commentators on and inter
preters of American religion. Like
Robert Bellah at the University of
California, Berkeley, he comes to this
interest through the roundabout detour
of Japanese religious studies; but,
unlike Bellah, he approaches Ameri
can religion as a historian of religion
rather than as a sociologist. In recent
years Ellwood has been a prolific
writer, producing studies of the Jesus
Movement, Americans and the new
religions of Japan, and a source book
and analysis of various new religious
groups in addition to textbooks and
scholarly articles. Throughout, his in
terpretation of new religious move
ments in this country evidences a
consistent indebtedness to his Chicago
training and an interest in shamanism
from his doctoral dissertation research.
That is, his interests in the study of
American religion have focused on
non-normative or nonestablishment
religious movements outside the
Judeo-Christian mainstream, and his
theoretical approach has combined
historical and structural or typological
perspectives. His most recent contri
bution is no exception even though it
also reflects the influence of such

mentors as Troeltsch, Weber, Wach,
Berger, Douglas, and Turner.
In this book Ellwood argues that
various new religious and spiritual
groups represent a universal type of
religious response-expression, and that
this type has been manifested in various
forms throughout the history of reli
gion in America. The author describes
this non-normative religion as emer
gent and excursive, symbolized by
Plato’s cave, a metaphorical paradigm
for the initiatory mysteries, “the call of
the Magus, the esoteric Taoist, the
Tantrist, the Sufi, the Occultist, the
sectary.” The cave has a polar meta
phor, Solomon’s temple, symbolic of
established religion, hierarchial and
professonal in leadership, inclusive in
membership, and upholding the norms
of society. Ellwood sees these para
digms, or this dualistic metaphor, as
two interactive modes of religious
experience and behavior and, even
more fundamentally, as binary patterns
of human thought. Thus, while on the
sociological level emergent religious
groups may be individualistic, eclectic,
marginal and fragile, on a deeper
structural level they are “an epiphenomenon of a vaster presence which
is ... as puissant and lasting as the
temple.”
Ellwood’s book is divided into two
sections: Perspectives, in which he
develops his theoretical interpretation;
and Histories, where he documents this
interpretation from three different pe
riods of American religious history—
late eighteenth and early nineteenth
century Shakers and Spiritualists; late
nineteenth century Theosophists; and
finally the contemporary Zen move
ment in America. A closing epilogue
speculates about the future of the kind
of American religious phenomenon he
has just studied. In Part I he develops
the theoretical, practical, sociological,
symbolic, and psychological dimen
sions of excursus religions. In covering
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these broad topics he utilizes Mary
Douglas’ grid and group analysis,
Victor Turner’s concepts of liminality
and communitas, Berger and Luckmann’s projection-reification-internal
ization process, Alfred Schutz’s notion
of alternative realities, R. D. Liang’s
divine madness, and Norman O.
Brown’s Dionysiac personality. He
sees excursus religion as exhibiting
strong grid and group characteristics,
as being inspired by a charismatic
personality or Magus (a “shaman in
civilization”) who has made a passage
through liminality and returned with
spiritual credentials, as focusing on
simple but self-transformative prac
tices, and as having a world view which
is intermediately polytheistic but ulti
mately monistic. Its major symbols
reflect several different kinds of refer
ence: cosmic orientations, paradises,
social utopias, feminine leadership,
spiritual pilgrimage or wandering, and
trance or meditation. Its basic inner
psychology reflects the journey of the
Magus, one who moves between an
ordinary world and an alternative one
of wonder and meaning. Although
Ellwood’s own interpretative perspec
tive comes clear enough, this first
section is justly criticized for trying to
use too many models and for not
sufficiently developing and/or integrat
ing them.
The historical materials covered in
Part II are even more extensive than
the analytical bases Ellwood touches in
the first half of his book. Jemima
Wilkinson, Mother Ann Lee, Fred
erick Evans, Emanuel Swedenborg,
Franz Mesmer, the New England
Transcendentalists, Andrew Jackson
Davis, Madame Blavatsky, Henry
Steel Olcott, Krishnamurti, Alan
Watts, Jack Kerouac, Gary Snyder,
and D. T. Suzuki are only some of the
major figures he includes. The descrip
tive information is fascinating and the
analysis always provocative. Through
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out, Ellwood writes with clarity and
insight but even more with a compas
sion for his subjects which leads the
reader to agree with the author that the
non-normative spiritual tradition has,
indeed, brought much to America.
We are indebted to Professor Ell
wood for this study. Alternative Altars
should be read by establishment reli
gious types who sit undisturbed in
mainline pews, by parents distraught
by their child’s involvement in one of
the new religious movements, by stu
dents of American religion, and, ah
yes, even by the Magi.
DONALD K. SWEARER
Department of Religion, Swarthmore College
Theology in a New Key. By Robert
McAfee Brown. Westminster Press,
1978. 212 pp. $6.95.
The Study of Theology. By Gerhard
Ebeling. Fortress Press, 1978. 196
pp. $9.95.
It would be hard to imagine two
books which, on the surface at least,
appear to present more opposing per
spectives regarding the current state of
theology than these recent texts by
Brown and Ebeling. Both acknowledge
that theology is beset by a crisis in
self-understanding, but the remedies
which they propose focus in two very
different directions.
Brown, to borrow his own musical
metaphor, is convinced that the old
established harmonies can no longer
accommodate the new sounds of a
global society that is not simply plural
istic but radically discordant. Since our
customary tonalities are ignoring, even
violating, this new scale of things, a
new key becomes essential for any
resolution. Our most able guides in this
situation are the liberation theologians,
especially those of Latin America.
Ebeling, on the other hand, doubts

